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          Deutsch 301 ▪ Fall 2019 
Advanced German Conversation 

 
MWF 11:00am – 11:50am, Capers 213 

 
 
Instructor: Prof. Susanne Frenzel 
Office: Capers 207A 
Office Hours: MWF 9:00am - 9:50am and by appointment 
Contact: sfrenzel@citadel.edu 
 
 
Course Description and Goals 
 
Advanced Conversation enhances students' communicative interactions in German.  The course emphasizes the five areas 
of proficiency—listening, reading, speaking, writing and culture—with particular emphasis on speaking. Participants will 
review and expand their vocabulary for discussing every-day topics. The course also reviews and introduces selected 
grammar topics with the goal of enhancing conversational accuracy and flexibility. Participants will practice oral 
communication in diverse forms, including interviews, discussions and role-play. Successful participants will increase 
their precision and spontaneity in: 

• asking and answering questions on every-day subjects 
• describing past events and experiences 
• expressing opinions and reactions and making comparisons 
• expressing dreams, hopes, and ambitions 
• arguing a point and participating in a discussion 

 
 
Recommended Resources 
 

• Rankin, Jamie and Larry D. Wells Handbuch zur deutschen Grammatik, 5th edition, New York:  Houghton 
Mifflin, 2011  

o A good online grammar review: http://www.dartmouth.edu/~german/Grammatik/Grammatik.html 
o A good online resource for German verb forms: http://www.verbformen.com/ 

• Zorach, Cecile and Charlotte Melin, 1994 English Grammar for Students of German, 3rd ed. Ann Arbor, MI: The 
Olivia and Hill Press.  

• A good German-English dictionary is indispensable.  
o A good on-line German-English dictionary: http://dict.tu-chemnitz.de) 

 
 
Tips for successful language learning 
 

G Practice often and actively outside of class time. For every hour of coursework, students should spend 2-3 hours 
studying. This will be most affectively applied to learning German if you can schedule at least an hour a day (at 
least 7 hours a week!) to spend working on assignments, studying vocabulary and grammar, reading, listening to 
and speaking German.  
 

G Practice actively and often and practice speaking out loud as much as possible, both alone and with others. Meet 
with fellow classmates and with tutors outside of class time to practice speaking German. Go to the German 
conversation group downtown every Wednesday night at 7pm to practice. Write to your Professor and stop by her 
office hours whenever you have questions. 
 

G Try not to worry about making mistakes in class. Embrace learning and speaking German as a new side of your 
identity, or a new role to play.  

 

Required Text in Hard Copy: 
Stationen. Ein Kursbuch für die Mittelstufe. 3rd 
edition. Prisca Augustyn, and Nikolaus Euba. New 
York: Heinle, 2015.  
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Assignments and Assessment 
 
Final Grade Breakdown: 
Participation     14% 
Written Work     15% 
Speaking Assignments (FB)   16% 
Vocabulary Tests    15% 
Presentations     18% 
Midterm Interview    10% 
Final Presentation and Participation  12% 
 

% of final 
course 
grade 

Assignment 

14% Teilnahme (Class Participation):  
Grades assigned for 4 periods of approx. 3 weeks each. 
Successful language learning depends on active class participation. Class participation includes 
coming to class prepared (i.e. with the appropriate materials and having completed all homework), as 
well as checking email and CitLearn for announcements and assignments. Your class participation 
grade will reflect your contributions during class (asking and answering questions, being prepared 
when called on, being a team player in group work and avoiding English) as well your conduct (being 
present and punctual, staying awake and focused in class, and not leaving the classroom during the 
50-minute period.) 

15% Schriftliche Aufgaben (Written Work) 
Written assignments are found in the textbook (Stationen) or posted on CitLearn, and are to be 
completed as homework and turned in in class as scheduled on the Semesterplan below.  

16% Sprechaufgaben (Speaking Assignments): 
Students will record videos of themselves using the software of their choice, post their recordings, 
and listen to and comment on those of other students in a course-specific Facebook community. 
Follow the instructions below for setting up a Facebook account and joining the German 301 course 
group. Videos must be posted by class time on the date they are assigned. 

15% Vokabeltests (Vocabulary Tests): 
There will be five vocabulary tests: one per “Station” (chapter). To prepare, make flashcards and 
begin learning vocabulary at the beginning of each chapter. To help with committing new words and 
phrases to memory, practice pronouncing vocabulary, using it in complete sentences, and make an 
effort to use chapter vocabulary during class. Vocabulary tests may not be missed due to guard 
duty. 

18% Präsentationen (Presentations): 
There will be three presentations. They comprise the main chapter tests for the course and may not 
be missed due to guard duty.  Presentations will reflect various forms of verbal communication and 
must demonstrate competence in specific chapter topics. Presentations must be spoken freely and 
may not be read from a pre-written text. Presentations that are read will receive a grade of “0”. 
Detailed assignments will be provided.  

10% Midterm Interview 
Students will be interviewed in pairs on topics covered during the first half of the semester.  

12% Schlusspräsentation und Rundtisch-Geschpräch (Final Presentation and Round Table Discussion) 
Students will make a presentation and participate in a round table discussion on the final date 
scheduled by the college.  

  
Final Exam Date and Time:  
Your Professor is not permitted to reschedule the final exam. Plan your holiday travel accordingly. 

Scale: (%) 
A=100-90 
B=89-80 
C=79-70 
D=69-60 
F=59-0 
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Tuesday, Dec 17, 2019 at 13:00. 
 
General Course Policies 
 
Attendance  
Attendance is mandatory. Official Citadel attendance policy will be followed:  Students must provide documentation of an 
effort to reschedule guard duty when it conflicts with class, and tests shall not be missed due to guard duty. Furthermore, 
for any student, “absences, whether excused or unexcused and in excess of 20% of the class meetings can, at the discretion 
of the professor, result in a grade of F in the course". 
 
Homework 
All homework is listed on the Semesterplan below and is due on the date it is listed. Remember: success in foreign 
language learning depends heavily on the time spent studying and preparing outside of class.  
No late homework will be accepted, except in extraordinary circumstances and by arrangement with your Professor. 
Forgetting, printer problems, guard duty, training exercises, etc, do not qualify as extraordinary circumstances. 
In case of a planned absence, homework must be submitted in advance. 
  
Make-ups 
Requests to re-schedule a presentation or vocabulary test must be made in advance of the test to be missed. Tests may not 
be missed due to guard duty. In case of an emergency, contact your professor as soon as possible. 
 
Immersion in German 
No language other than German will be spoken during class time, unless the instructor explicitly allows a very rare 
English “time out.” The goal is to create a scenario of total immersion. Any questions in English should be posed after 
class or during office hours or via email. Everyone is highly encouraged to email questions to the instructor and to visit 
the instructor’s office hours to ask questions and discuss concerns. Contact the instructor immediately if you don’t 
understand new grammar topics, which will often be explained in German in class. 
 
Differing Language Abilities 
Third year courses in German usually contain a mix of students at different stages of their development as German 
speakers/writers/readers/listeners. Productive class sessions will require a mutual show of respect, patience and good will. 
Keep in mind that the instructor does not compare students when assigning grades 
 
Cell Phones and Electronic Devices 
Cell phones and electronic devices must be silenced and put away for class time. The use of personal electronic devices is 
not permitted during class, except when called for by the professor. Texting or other use of electronic devices in class 
displays not only a visible lack of attention but also a lack of respect for your classmates, for your instructor, and for your 
learning environment, and therefore affects your participation grade. If you are experiencing a situation that requires you 
to be in constant electronic contact, please consult the professor regarding the best arrangement for you and your 
classmates. This policy does not extend to medically necessary assistive devices and to approved emergency 
communications 
 
 
Course Policy on Translations, Plagiarism and Extra Help 
 
Translation Programs 
Use of online translators, translation software, etc. is cheating and will not be tolerated. 
  
Tutoring and Extra Help 
Professors Emm, Frenzel and Skow are available to help. You are also encouraged to seek out the German tutor at the 
Academic Support Center. Consult with your professor before receiving help from anyone else. 
 
Cheating/Plagiarism/ Academic Integrity 
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All work submitted must be your own. Undocumented use of language that is not your own is cheating and includes 
language generated by online translation programs, Google searches, native speakers, etc that is adopted without 
personalization or understanding. The Citadel’s Honor Manual and Honor Code apply to this course, and it is your 
responsibility to understand and abide by the letter and the spirit of the Code. Any incidences of plagiarism, cheating, or 
academic dishonesty in other forms, whether willful or negligent, will result in a failing grade and may be pursued as an 
honor violation  
       
 
Sprechaufgaben auf Facebook 
 
Wir gründen eine Lerngemeinschaft (learning community) auf Facebook!  
 
1. Die Gemeinschaftsregeln: 

• Kein Englisch! Posten Sie nur auf Deutsch! 
• Keine Freunde, die nicht in Deutsch 301 sind!  
• Freunden Sie alle Teilnehmer aus Deutsch 301 an. 

 
2. Schaffen Sie eine neue deutsche Facebook-Identität. Falls Sie schon eine deutsche FB-Identität von Germ302 -Aufsatz 
haben, benutzen Sie diese bitte weiter. 
 
a. Gehen Sie zu http://www.facebook.com/ 
   
b. Füllen Sie das „sign up,“ Formular aus. Wenn Sie wollen, benutzen Sie einen deutschen Vornamen oder Titel statt 
Ihren eigenen (zum Beispiel:  Brunhilde Smith, Feldwebel Jones).  Aber benutzen Sie unbedingt Ihren eigenen 
Nachnamen.  
   
c. Tragen Sie eine E-Mail-Adresse ein. Achtung! Wenn Sie schon eine Facebook-Seite haben,  
müssen Sie eine andere E-Mail-Adresse benutzen für Ihre deutsche Identität.  Wenn Sie keine zweite  
E-Mail-Adresse haben, kreieren Sie eine neue Adresse bei Yahoo oder Gmail oder Hotmail usw. 
 
d. Wählen Sie ein Passwort und füllen Sie den Rest des „Sign Up,“ Formulars mit Ihren eigentlichen Informationen aus. 
Klicken Sie „Sign Up“ und stellen Sie Ihre Seite her. 
 
e.  Freunden Sie FrauProfessor Frenzel an, und später den Rest der StudentInnen aus 301. (Benutzten Sie  
FrauProfessor Frenzels Freund-Liste) 
  
f.  Klicken Sie auf:  account settings>language und wählen Sie „Deutsch“ aus der Liste. 
  
g. Fertig! Machen Sie jetzt die Aufgabe auf dem Syllabus.  

 

N.B. The Syllabus and Semesterplan are subject to change. 

 


